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Abstract 

Branding is a strategic marketing tool. Survival in the present competitive market depends upon the 

capability of an enterprise to have a significant impact on the environment by creating their own brand. 

Branding facilitates customers to differentiate products and influence them psychologically. Karbi handloom 

producers are not familiar with branding and hence they sell their products locally in unorganised manner. 

‘CHOI’ has been the first instance where branding of Karbi handloom products have given due importance. 

This case study explores the marketing and sustainability practices adopted by ‘CHOI’ in the process of its 

brand building. 
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Introduction 

In the competitive age of marketing, branding has become one of the most crucial aspects of business 

strategy. Kotler (1994)1 defines brand as a “name, term, sign, symbol, design or a combination of them, 

intended to identify the goods and services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from 

those of their competitors”. Brand is an intangible asset, a promotional tool, a strategic tool to protect market 

and is a means of identification for customers. Branding is a process directed towards building a substantial 

                                                             
1 Kotler. (1994): Reconceptualizing Marketing: an interview with Philip Kotler. European Management Journal, 12 (4), 353-361. 
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differential advantage by taking consumer needs and requirements into consideration. In fact, branding is one 

of the most powerful tools in marketing. 

Karbi tribe is a native to the district of Karbi Anglong in the state of Assam. Karbi handloom has a historical 

lineage, where weaving has been part of their socio-cultural life. They have their own set of color patterns 

separate for men and women, designs and motifs are inspired from nature and traditionally practice organic 

dyeing of yarns and fabrics by themselves. 

Significance of Study 

Traditional handloom have been facing huge threats due to the advent of mass machine made products which 

are identical and economical compared to handloom products. There is no doubt artisans are still producing 

handloom products but their outreach to the prospective customers is limited as products are marketed in an 

unorganised way. ‘CHOI’ is such an enterprise which exclusively produces and market handloom products 

under a brand. Branding handloom products will create their presence felt in the market by creating good 

brand image and positioning them in the minds of customers. 

Objective of the Study 

The present study has been guided by an objective to explore the marketing and sustainability practices 

adopted by ‘CHOI’ through brand building. 

Research Methodology 

This study is a case study research on Karbi Handloom enterprise ‘CHOI’. Personal interview was conducted 

with the proprietor of the enterprise to investigate into the marketing and sustainability practices adopted by 

the enterprise. Schell (1992)2 studied about the applicability of Case Study as a research method and 

observes that it is one of the most flexible methods amongst all research designs as it allows researchers to 

retain the holistic characteristics of real-life events while investigating empirical events. Rowley (2002)3 also 

subscribes to the flexible characteristics of case study method of research. 

Background of the Case Study 

Serleen Ingtipi, a young and talented designer is the person behind the creation of ‘CHOI’, one of the most 

talked-about brand in Karbi costumes in Karbi Anglong today. Serleen Ingtipi, the proprietor of ‘CHOI’ is a 

graduate from National Institute of Design (NID) Ahmedabad and completed her Masters in ‘Sustainable 

Textiles’ from Chelsea College of Arts and Design, London. She also posses a vast hands-on experience and 

worked as Project Head for leading design houses including interior designs. Having such a good academic 

background and vast experience in the field of textiles she dares to take the risk of starting-up her own 

                                                             
2 Schell, C. (1992): The value of the Case Study as a Research Strategy, Manchester Business School. 
3 Rowley, J., (2002): Using Case Studies in Research, Management Research News, Vol.25, No.1, pp.16-27 
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enterprise and building her brand ‘CHOI’ in Rongnihang village, Diphu instead of working under an already 

established designer house. Coming back home and exploring textile designs having connection to her roots 

and culture and giving back something to her community has always been her ambition-the ambition which 

led to the creation of ‘CHOI’ as clothing and accessories brand today.  

Observations from the Case Study 

The present case study has given insightful information about the marketing and sustainability practices of 

‘CHOI’. 

Marketing Mix Practices of ‘CHOI’ 

Marketing mix is the blend of all marketing efforts comprising of four ingredients namely, product, price, 

place and promotion which are interrelated and focus upon customer satisfaction. In ‘CHOI’ it has been 

observed that all the 4Ps of marketing mix are efficiently adopted while building its brand. 

1. Product: Product is the focus of making and marketing efforts which provides physical and 

psychological satisfaction to the buyer. ‘CHOI’ follows a systematic production process and 

exclusively silk (eri, muga and tasar) based textiles are produced. These raw materials are procured 

from the market and there after the fabrics and fibres are sorted out by sampling. After sampling the 

yarns are given to the weavers for weaving and after the products are woven, it is sent for quality 

control followed by embroidery or surface work where beads, stones, tussles and embellishment 

where required. The product is then taken for a photo shoot before it is finally launched. The weaving 

part is usually outsourced after the designs are finalized and the sample gets done for further 

production. CHOI produces costumes for all segments like men, women and kids. The motifs of the 

textiles are basically Karbi traditional motifs. ‘CHOI’ has exclusively designed ‘Nothengpi’ (an ear 

ring worn by Karbi women during earlier days, not commonly found now) as textile motif which has 

not been part of Karbi Textile motif until now.  The core products produced by ‘CHOI’ includes-pini, 

pekok, stoles and accessories like traditional earrings, necklaces neck-tie for men with nothengpi 

motif, choi, mask, etc. 

 

 

 

 

The production process of ‘CHOI’ 
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Source: Compiled by Researcher (Fig.1) 

2. Price: Price is a major marketing tool and it is a powerful instrument in which both buyer and sellers 

are interested. As ‘CHOI’ believes in ethical creation of product, pricing strategy is formulated 

keeping sustainability approach in. Pricing is generally done on the design process.  A completely 

new collection requires for about 6 months (from concept creation up to the launching of the product) 

and as a result for exclusively new collection the price is relatively high. Subsequent production of 

the same designs takes 2-3 weeks.  Other factors included in the pricing includes, the raw material 

used, cost of production (cost of weavers), marketing, packaging and branding. 

 

Products of CHOI and their Prices 

Products Price (in Rs.) Nature of Demand 

Accessories (earrings, necklace, face 

mask, customized gift basket, neck-

tie, etc) 

700-2000 Frequent 

Stoles 4800-16,000 Frequent 

Dress Sets (Social Wear) 15,000 onwards Frequent 

Dress Set (Bridal) 15,000-39,000 Seasonal 

Source: Compiled by Researcher (Table No.1) 

3. Place: The place as an ingredient in marketing mix refers to physical distribution and the channels of 

distribution used. In the case of ‘CHOI’ sales of textile products are done over the counter only as it 

is still at its initial stage. The production is yet to go for extension which is why the proprietor does 

not think about using any marketing channels to sell their product. There is a workshop where 6 

artisans are working full time and a warehouse where all finished products are stored in. 

4. Promotion: Promotion mix is the personal and impersonal persuasive communication about the 

product or service of the manufacturer. In ‘CHOI’ promotion is largely done though various social 

media platform like facebook and instagram. Personal communication like the ‘word of mouth’ 

Sourcing of the yarns Sampling Weaving

Quality Control
Embroidery/surface work 

like putting beads, 
stones,tussles,embelishment
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promotion has largely helped ‘CHOI’ growing day by day. Orders are even received online from 

customers. 

Sustainability practices by ‘CHOI’ 

In days where market has full of options to offer to the customers uniqueness of the product is important to 

sustain in the market. In CHOI they consider-detailing of the design, quality, adding new aesthetic to the 

design inspired from the culture and tradition and at the same time giving a global look as their USP. CHOI 

believes in creating responsible brand and producing them ethically right from sourcing the material up to the 

final product is being launched and keeping sustainability as its guiding principle CHOI also strives for ‘Zero 

Carbon imprints’. Yarns which have to be discarded off due to technical glitches are often recycled and are 

re-sampled for the next yarn.  

In terms of economic sustainability CHOI believes in ethical creation of product where according to her the 

whole production system must be driven by a sustainable approach which will have to be integral and 

inclusive and must benefit all the stakeholders involved in the production process and must continue to exist 

in the long run. The proprietor also opined that, weaving as a profession has been declining due to the 

attitude of the master weavers where, in the name of cost cutting, the weavers are often paid less which 

forced them to desert the job. 

Conclusion 

 No doubt, automation and mass production is a challenging factor for local handloom and textile industry, 

but CHOI believes that there exist an extensive market for traditional handloom and textiles products and 

weaving should be continued. ‘CHOI’ as a brand is gaining customer recognition, loyalty, credibility more 

and more since its inception. It has been observed that the systematic adoption of the 4Ps of marketing and 

by adhering to its ethics towards sustainability, ‘CHOI’ has been able to position its brand image in the 

market.  As of today ‘CHOI’s share of handloom market stands at 250-350 units of various handloom 

products annually for the price ranging from Rs.700-Rs.39, 000 per unit. 
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